Erickson health coaching: An innovative approach for weight management in obese patients with obstructive sleep apnoea?
Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) is a highly prevalent medical condition and amajor cardiovascular risk factor. Obesity is present in ∼70% of patients with OSA, nevertheless, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) ventilation - the gold standard therapy for moderate and severe OSA - has no appreciable long-term beneficial effects on obesity, body composition, energy metabolism, physical activities or the incidence of major cardiovascular events. Therefore, effective weight loss strategies in conjunction with CPAP therapy in OSA are critically needed. Since lifestyle interventions may positively impact body weight, there is a strong rationale to testing the hypothesis that Erikson coaching intervention as a form of lifestyle intervention to obese patients with OSA may increase their adherence to healthy lifestyle behaviour and thus result in weight reduction, improved body composition (reduction in %body fat) and improvements in glucose and lipid metabolism. There are three lines of evidence to justify testing this hypothesis: First, health coaching significantly facilitates uptake of healthy behaviours across a broad variety of chronic conditions; second, several randomized clinical trials suggested positive impact of health coaching on weight management and on cardiometabolic risk factors in overweight/obese otherwise healthy persons; third, Erickson coaching approach empowers the three key elements of health coaching (patient-centeredness, patient-determined goals, use of a self-discovery process) further, namely by introducing two other specific core elements into the coaching process: a) solution-focus and outcome frame, b) orientation at the patient-formulated positive outcomes (i.e., positive values resulting from behavioural change). Importantly, results of our recent pilot observational cohort study suggested that Erickson coaching is a powerful tool to address behavioural modification in obesity. In conclusion, testing our hypothesis may have significant clinical implications: if clinical randomized trials indicate that Erickson health coaching is an efficient approach to behavioural change and weight management in OSA then combining Erickson coaching with CPAP therapy may result in reductions in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in these high-risk patients.